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Problems with an 
application

 The users complain of slow 
performance

 Many customers abandon the 
site before completion of the 
transaction

 Applications crash sometimes 
for no apparent reason 



Where is the 
problem?

 Have we reached the top of our system capacity? Do we 

need more hardware?

 Are the system resources allocated badly?

 Are the Data Bases  overloaded? Are some queries too 

slow?

 Are the external systems providing Web Services too slow?

 Is there a problem with the applications? If so which one? 

 Where in the application is the problem?

 Why it happens some times and not always?



Example of 
a modern 

application



The Business 
Transaction

 The performance of an application is 
measured as the time of a Business 
transaction execution.

 Defined as the time it takes from 
User’s Screen “enter” to full screen 
results.

 Many applications, systems, Data 
Bases etc, can participate in a BT and 
they can change over time.



Existing and 
new 

monitoring 
approaches



Old & New ways of handling performance problems



How AppDynamics 
approaches a business 

transaction

 Records time consumed in every component 
of every application.

 The total time is the BT execution time. 

 Accumulates statistics about the execution 
time of every BT. 

 Flags BTs that deviate from execution average 
time.

 Reconfigures itself as new components are 
added or subtracted to a BT



Dr. APM legacy 
 Takes your vital signs, records weight,

measures reflexes and immediately
orders a battery of diagnostic tests even
though you are perfectly healthy.

 He does this for every single patient she
sees. The medical system is now
overburdened with extra work that was
not required in the first place.

 Result: The patients who have legitimate
problems are going undiagnosed in the
waiting room during the time when they
need the most attention



Dr. AppDynamics

 Takes your vital signs, records weight,
measures, reflexes and compares every
metric taken against known good
baselines

 When your statistics are close to the
baselines the doctor sends you home
and sees the next patient without delay.

 When your health vitals deviate too far
from the pre-established baselines the
smart doctor orders more relevant tests
to diagnose your problem



The pillars of Application Intelligence



The components of a business transaction



AppDynamics unique 
characteristics
 Statistical recording of Business Transaction average duration, base 

lines are established

 Deviation from average is flagged 

 For BTs that deviate more than defined, full stack is recorded so 
that the time spent on every component is shown.

 Problem is clearly identified to the level of method invoked or 
query executed.

 Less than 2% increase in system load

 Automatic detection of BTs and new applications participating in 
them

 Based on established rules per transaction, actions can be initiated

 BTs can have different performance baselines depending on time 
of the year, time of the day or other custom rules.



In a never 
stopping 

environment..



Actions

 Automatic email or any other 
notification sent for alerts

 Shell scripts can be initiated to 
perform system actions

 System restarts can take place



Benefits

 Reduced time for performance 
problem solving

 Reduced friction between 
Departments

 Reduced hardware costs

 Reduced time-to-market

 Reduced customer dissatisfaction

 Increase e-business profits



Time is money



Monitored 
Environments 

 Any modern language ( Java, C#, PHP, 
Python, .net etc )

 Any Application Server ( Websphere, 
Tomcat, Jboss, Oracle Weblogic, SAP  
Netweaver , MS IIS, IBM CICS, MQ Series)

 Any OS ( Linux, MS, UNIX, IBM z-OS)

 Any Data Base ( DB2, Oracle, MS SQL, 
Postgress, MySQL, IBM IMS etc)

 On Premise or Cloud



Existing and 
new 

monitoring 
approaches



What customers say 
about AppDynamics

Top APM Tool in Gartner for the last 6 years!!






